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LEARNING FASTER THAN PROMISED BY THE 
VAPNIK-CHERVONENKIS DIMENSION 
We investigate the sample size needed to infer- a separating line between IWO I’CIII~C~ planar 
region> usiny Valiant’s model of the complesity of learning t‘rom I-andom ewmples [4]. A 
rheorem proved III II] using the Vapnlk~C‘hervonenki~ dimension give, an O((I /c)ln( 1 IF)) upper 
hound on the sample size sufficient to infer a separating line with error lehs than E between two 
COTIVSX planar regions. This theorem requires that wth high probability uti_v separating hne CCIII- 
silent wiO1 such a sample have hmall CI-rm. The preseni paper gives a lower hound showmg that 
under this requil-ement the sample size cannot bc irnpro\cd. II i$ further +hrwn that if this require- 
ment is weakened to require only that a particular line which ii Larigenl to Ihe cun\;~x hull+ of 
the hampIe points m the two regions have Tmall error then the In(l,‘c) trim can be eliminated flon~ 
the upper borlnd. 
1. Introduction 
In [I] an upper bound is given for the size of sample needed to learn with a desired 
degree of confidence, using Valiant’s model of the complcxitp of Icarning from a 
random sample [4]. This bound depends on the Vapnik~Chervnnenkis dimension [S] 
of the class of concepts being learned (the (arCyet class), and on two parameters. a 
confidence parameter 6 and an error parameter E. (In these introductory para- 
graphs, we will include both of these when we speak of confidence.) It is demon- 
stratcd in 111 that if samples of the size given by the bound arc used, then any 
algorithm which chooses hypotheses from the target class consistent with the sample 
data will learn with the desired degree of confidence. Here we show that in one sense 
the bound is tight. We give an example of a class of concepts for which the sample 
size must equal the bound (to within a constant factor) in order to guarantee that 
rrny algorithm which chooses consistent hypotheses from the target class w-ill learn 
with the desired confidence. We then show that this sample size can be improved 
asymptotically if the requirement that any consistent hypothesis must be good is 
dropped. WC present a specific algorithm with improved sample size. 
Our example is the problem of learning to distinguish a pair of disjoint convex 
sets in the plane. The generalization of the problem to arbitary dimension has been 
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extensively studied in the pattern recognit ion l i terature [2, 6]. We describe the learn- 
ing model in terms appropr iate  for this part icular example. Let P be an arbi- 
trary, fixed but unknown probabi l i ty  distr ibut ion on the plane. The plane contains 
two disjoint convex sets, C 0 and C I , also unknown. A random sample o f /n  points 
is drawn,  independent ly and identical ly distr ibuted according to P (we may say that 
the sample is drawn from ~2,,, D2 ~2 x ×. . .  x ~2 with the induced distr ibut ion 
P '") .  We assume that P has zero probabi l i ty  outside of the two convex sets. Each 
point in the sample has a label of  zero or one telling in which of  the two sets it is 
contained.  A hypothetical  mapping from the plane to {0, 1} is formed, based on this 
sample. 
The er ror  of this hypothesis is the probabi l i ty  (according to P )  that this hypo- 
thesis will mislabel the next sample point. Since there is a possibi l i ty that all the 
points in the sample are atypical,  we cannot demand that any learning algor ithm 
always produce a hypothesis with small error. The best we can ask for is that the 
a lgor i thm have a high probabi l i ty  of constructing a hypothesis with small error. Let 
(5 denote a desired upper bound on the probabi l i ty  that the algorithnl produces a 
hypothesis with error greater than e. More precisely, we want 
P ' " (er ror  of  hypothesis based on m-sample > e) _< (5. 
We can learn to distinguish a pair of  convex sets in the plane if we can learn half- 
planes. The class of half-planes has a Vapnik-Chervonenkis  dimension of  3. From 
this it is shown in [1] that a sample size of  
m = 6 In - -  + In - 
e In 2 e 6, 
is sufficient to guarantee,  with probabi l i ty  1 (5, that any hypothesized half-plane 
which is consistent with this sample has error at most e. Thus we have an upper 
bound on the sample size required to learn with a desired degree of  confidence. Fur- 
thermore,  if we use samples of  this size, we need not worry about details of  the 
a lgor i thm which generates consistent hypotheses. 
The fol lowing section shows that the above bound is within a constant factor of 
the lower bound if we require that the algor ithm be al lowed to pick any  hypothesis 
from the target class consistent with the sample points. The final section presents 
a spec i f i c  algor ithm which improves this bound by removing the In ( l /e )  term from 
the parenthesized expression. 
2. Lower bound 
Here we give a lower bound on the number of  sample points required to ensure 
that every algor i thm choosing consistent hypotheses from the target class will have 
error at most e with probabi l i ty  at least 1-(5. Note that in this model of  learning 
we require success for any underlying probabi l i ty  distr ibut ion. Thus, to prove a 
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lower bound it is sufficient to exhibit a single probabi l i ty  distr ibut ion which neces- 
sitates the stated number of  sample points. Suppose that P is concentrated uni- 
formly on two quarter circles, one in each region, or iented so that the line segment 
between the centers of the circles cuts each quarter circle in half. Suppose that these 
circles are separated enough that a separating line between them can sweep out at 
least 90 degrees without intersecting either circle. For  example, one quarter circle 
might be the port ion of  the unit circle in the first quadrant,  and the other might be 
the reflection of this in the point (2, 2). Choose an e__< ¼. Divide each quarter circle 
into 1/2e arcs of  probabi l i ty  e. (This argument doesn' t  work exactly if 1/2~ isn't 
an integer, however this is clearly just a technical ity.) Number the arcs from 1 to 
n = 1/e in some order. If  one of  these n arcs contains none of  the sample points then 
it will be possible to draw the separating line so that it cuts off  an arc of  probabi l i ty  
e. The resulting hypothesis will have error at least e. 
Let A k be the event that no sample point falls in the kth arc. Then by inde- 
pendence, 
Pm(Ak) = (1-,~)'". 
We would like to estimate the probabi l i ty  of  
A=LJ  A k. 
k I 
It is clear that the probabi l i ty  of A decreases as m increases, so to get a lower bound 
on m, we need only get a lower bound on Pro(A) for some value of  m, then that 
lower bound will hold for all smaller values of  m. The sets Ak are not disjoint,  so 
we cannot get a good estimate directly. In order to el iminate the overlap, we use the 
fol lowing standard inclusion-exclusion argument [3]: Let Ajk be the event that no 
sample point falls in either the j th  or the kth arc. Then define 
A'k = Ak-  O Ajk. 
j4:k 
The A'  k are disjoint,  contained in the respective A x, and 
SO 
Pm(Ajk ) = (1-- 2e) m for j:/:k, 
= Ak >pm A, k _ p,,,(A,k) 
\ k= l  \k=l  k=l  
>n( l _e )m_n(n_ l ) ( l _2¢)m> 1 ( l _¢ )m 1 -3  -~ Z (1 -2e)m 
_> 1 ( l _e )m 1 e2)m '
e -~(1-2e+ 
where the last inequal ity follows since the second term gets more negative after 
inserting the e 2. Let x=(1  - e)" ' /e.  Since x-x2>_½x for xc  [0, ½], if ~ > _vx>_fi, then 
pm(A)>-fi. We have ½x>_fi when 
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1n(2~6) 
tH <___ - -  
ln (1 -c )"  
Since the probability of A decreases as m increases, this gives the asymptotic lower 
bound (as c, 6 --, 0) 
m=Q( l (  ln l  16) -+ In  . 
e 
This same probability distribution can be embedded in d-dimensional Euclidean 
space, thus the above lower bound also applies to the problem of inferring (d -  1)- 
dimensional separating hyperplanes between convex sets in d-dimensional Euclidean 
space. 
3. A faster algorithm 
Here we 
size m, the 
present an algorithm which learns quickly. Given a labeled sample s of 
algorithm chooses a hypothesis as follows: 
If all points of the sample are labeled the same, then the hypothesis 
labels the entire plane with that label. 
Otherwise, group the sample points according to their labels and 
consider the convex hulls of each group. Choose a separating line as 
follows: Start with a line tangent o the convex hull of the points 
labeled zero. Choose the line so that all of the sample points labeled 
one are contained in one of the open half-planes formed by the line, 
and all of the points labeled zero are contained in complement of that 
half-plane. Now roll this line clockwise around the convex hull of the 
points labeled zero, staying tangent o the convex hull, until the line 
first touches a point labeled one. This line, containing at least one 
point with each label, is the desired separating line. Note that the 
same line would be found if we interchanged the roles of the 0-points 
and the 1-points, again rolling clockwise. To form the hypothesis 
label each open half-plane with the label of the sample points found 
in that half-plane. If there are none, infer the appropriate label by 
looking at the other half-plane. If it remains ambiguous (all the sam- 
ple points collinear), first label the half-planes formed just before the 
rolling line arrived at its resting place, and then label the final open 
half-planes similarly. In any case, within an open half-plane the 
points share the same label. To label the points of the separating line 
label the midpoint of the segment between the two convex hulls with 
zero and all other points with the same label as the nearest point of 
tangency. 
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We wish to calculate the probabi l i ty  of  the event (in 2m-dimensional  space) that 
the chosen hypothesis has error greater than ~. Given a hypothesis,  two types of  
error are possible: the hypothesis may label a point zero which should have been 
labeled one, or vice versa. We shall consider these errors separately. We will f ind 
an upper bound on the probabi l i ty  that each of  these errors is greater than ½a. If 
these bounds are each less than ½6 then the probabi l i ty  of  an overall error greater 
than e is less than ft. Due to the symmetric manner in which the hypotheses are 
generated, the upper bounds for the two types of  errors are the same. We calculate 
one of  them. Fix an e and let B be the event in 2m-dimensional  space that a hypothe- 
sis is chosen which incorrectly gives the label one to a set of  points of  probabi l i ty  
greater than ½e. The probabi l i ty  of  B is zero if P(Co)<½a. Assume for the re- 
mainder  of  the proof  that P(Co) > ½e. Split the space of  m-samples into 2"' disjoint 
subsets Tj ..... T2,,, according to the ordered labeling of  the sample points. We will 
bound the probabi l i ty  of  B O Ti for each T i separately. Fix attention on a specific 
T i, which we will suppose is labeled with k zeros and m-  k ones. 
If k = 0 then 
P'(BO ~) _< Pm(Ti) = P(CI) '".  
I f  k = m then 
P'"(B n T~) = O, 
since the whole plane is labeled zero. If 0<k<rn  then 
P ' " (BN~)  = ( l s (s )dP ' " (s ) ,  
J T~ 
where 18 is the indicator function of  the set B. Since the value of  the integral does 
not depend on the order of  the coordinates,  we can rearrange them (for just the 
single T, that we are now considering) so that the sample points labeled zero pre- 
cede those labeled 1. We then have 
Pro(BAT,  ) t'c;,, k (,t'q~IB(s)dPk) dPm ~. 
To evaluate the inner integral, note that the integration is only over the coordinates 
in the sample which are labeled with zeros, and so the coordinates which are labeled 
with ones are held fixed. Form the convex hull of  the points labeled with ones and 
consider the family of lines formed by roll ing a tangent line around the outside of  
this convex hull. With the l - labeled points fixed and the 0-1abeled points varying, 
the separating lines chosen by the algor ithm will be chosen from this family. Ex- 
amining the collection of  hypotheses which can be formed from this family of  
separat ing lines, we observe that the error sets of points mislabeled one (which 
should be labeled zero) form a collection of  sets which is l inearly ordered by con- 
ta inment.  Call this col lection {Eo}. This observat ion is the key to this analysis, for 
now we need only observe a single sample point in a single set of  probabi l i ty  ½e to 
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ensure that our hypothesis mislabels points 1 with probabil ity no more than ½a. We 
see this as follows: If there are no sets in {E0} with probability at least ½e, then 
P ' " (BN T,) =0.  Otherwise let H be the intersection of  all of  the sets in {E0} which 
have probabil ity at least ½g. We have P(H)>_½e. (This would follow by the con- 
tinuity of  probability measures from above if this were the intersection of  countably 
many sets. Here it is easy to see that there is some countable subcollection of  the 
sets forming the above intersection which has the same intersection• Thus we get the 
desired result.) Now if s is a sample in BO ~ whose l-labeled points match those 
we have fixed, then s can have no point in H. Thus 
l'q, lR(s)dP~ t'c.o l#(s) dPa <-Pk((Co-H)X)<-(P(Co)-~e) ~.
• , 1I) ~ 
Thus 
t ~ To) P ro (BAT. ) _  <,el , ,  (P(Co)_ j 1,-dpm I~ 
giving 
P'"(BN Ti) <_ (P(Co)- ½e)k(P(C,)) ''' a- 
Examining the formulas for k -0  and k = m we see that the last inequality holds for 
all k, 0_k<m.  The number of  T, with a particular value of  k is ('~'), so 
m 
~ (': '~ 'e)k(P(C,))" k (1 g~)"*. P(B) <_ . (P(Co)- 7 
t, 0 \ , , /  
For our learning criterion, we want in large enough that 
re) -< (1 -  J '" 46. 
Since 
21n2_> 
e 6 
it suffices to choose 
ln l6  
In (1 -4e) '  
2 2 
IH >_ - - ln~,  
g 
which is smaller than the ~Q((1/e)(ln(l /e)+ ln(1/d))) lower bound obtained in the 
previous section. Note that an application of a result from [1] gives a lower bound 
(for e<½) of (1/2e) log2(1/6) on the size of  sample needed to learn concepts from 
this class. 
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